
Parents’ Curriculum Guide

Reception/Year 1



R e c e p t i o n /
Year 1

Autumn Term

Subject Topics

Phonics

Reception
Sounds covered (approximately three per week):
• s, a, t, p, i, n, , m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss

Tricky words for reading:  is, it, in, at, I, and, the, to

Year 1
Sounds covered (approximately three per week): 
• sh, ch, th, ng, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, ure, er, ay, ou, ie, 

ea, oy, ur, ue, aw
• words with adjacent consonants such as groan, strong

Tricky words: the, to, is, in, we, be, me, no, go, you, they, her, all, are, this, 
with, my (this list may be extended)

English

Topic: Superheroes
Books
‘Supertato’ by Sue Hendra
‘Eliot: Midnight Superhero’ by Anne Cottringer
‘My Mum is a Supermum’ by Angela McAllister
‘Super Daisy’ by Kes Gray

Reception
Handwriting:  adopt a correct pencil grip; form letters correctly
Reading/writing: continue a rhyming string; listen attentively to stories 
and recall the plot; segment sounds in words; begin to read words and 
simple sentences; write own name correctly; attempt to write short words 
and/or sentences 

Year 1
Grammar/punctuation:  finger spaces, personal pronoun ‘I’, upper case 
letters, question marks, exclamation marks, capital letters for names
Handwriting: letter formation and correct pencil grip
Reading/writing:  read with growing fluency and understanding; answer 
questions based on the text; recognise fiction and non-fiction texts; write 
letters, ‘Wanted’ posters, captions, labels, maps and story maps, instruc-
tions, speech bubbles and alliterative sentences.



Maths Reception
Numbers and place value:  read and correctly form numbers to five; com-
pare and order numbers and objects
Addition and subtraction: sort objects, shapes and numbers into groups; 
find one more and one less
Shape:  name 2D and 3D shapes; sort shapes; patterns with shapes
Time:  sequencing the day; day and night

Year 1
Place value:  count objects accurately; count objects from within a group; 
represent objects; count forwards; count backwards; find one or two more; 
find one or two less; compare objects; look at greater than, less than and 
equals signs; compare numbers to twenty and beyond; use a number line 
with accuracy; tens and ones.
Addition and subtraction: introducing part/whole model with images and 
numbers; fact families – addition facts; find number bonds for numbers 
within ten; systematic methods for number bonds within ten; compare 
number bonds; adding together and adding more; missing number sums (6 
+ ? = 9); subtraction within ten; using the subtraction sign; subtraction facts; 
finding the difference; comparing addition and subtraction statements.
Shape: recognise and name 2D and 3D shapes; sort shapes; patterns with 
shapes

History/
Geography/

Understanding 
the World

Topic:  Superheroes
• Early mapping skills 
• Identifying areas of land and sea on a map
• The English Channel
• Look at the places visited in ‘Charlie’s Superhero Underpants’ including 

Paris, Peru, the Mississippi, London
• History’s superheroes:  Boudicca, Alfred the Great, Joan of Arc, Mother 

Teresa, Rosa Parks

Science Superhero Science
• Super senses
• Being super healthy
• Teeth and bones
• Superhero exercise
• The four seasons, signs of Autumn

Art Topic: Superheroes
• Paint superheroes
• Make a 3D ‘Supertato’
• Fabric design:  a t-shirt for a superhero
• Superhero masks

Design and 
Technology

• Super foods for superheroes
• Design and make a fruit smoothie fit for a superhero 


